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1project evaluation report

c4di 
Centre for Design & Innovation
Project Evaluation
Prepared by Professor Julian Malins Project Director May 2012
The purpose of this review is to evaluate the work of the Centre for Design and Innova-
tion, an ERDF and SEEKIT funded project established by the Robert Gordon University in 
October 2008. The project aimed to assist SMEs in Scotland to become more competitive, 
increase profits, and improve efficiency through the application of design thinking.
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Foreword
The development of c4di was prescient. Riding on the back of the influential Cox Review 
and based on the evidential need to support innovation in SMEs, c4di presaged the rise 
of design as a problem-solving tool capable of transforming individuals, companies and 
organisations. Over the three years of its life as a project the demand for policies and ac-
tions at the national, European and global levels with design and innovation at the fore, 
multiplied, increasing appreciation of the vital role played by design in promoting eco-
nomic growth, especially in the SME sector. Thus, c4di became part of a narrative arc that 
included design thinking, design strategy, service design and design management. c4di 
was a sensible and provident project. How?
As well as exceeding its targets, c4di engaged with a broad constituency from food and 
drink to tourism to oil-related business sectors, developed a novel range of transferable 
design methods and created useful case-studies, harvesting knowledge in terms of les-
sons learned for dissemination to business and academic audiences. Importantly, c4di 
made strides in assessing the impact of design, which is now a priority at the UK level. 
At the same time, a wide network was developed and new partnerships forged. c4di also 
learned (and this is a lesson for academia generally) that its target group - an SME sector 
evermore constrained by lack of scale and finance – would inevitably gravitate to the sup-
port provider whose services are cost-free.
This is not to vitiate the role for universities in helping to improve the SME sector’s per-
formance by using the tools of research to illuminate the link between design and in-
novation – if anything the need is even greater and the response more competitive. The 
recent interest in design thinking has spawned a rash of design-led initiatives ostensibly 
focussed on business transformation. To avoid the criticism of displacement, however, 
a university must manage the judicious relationship between research and knowledge 
exchange garnered through real world problem-solving and industry linkages that do not 
extend beyond the merely serviceable. c4di has surmounted this by innovating and li-
censing design-related tools that have been developed and tested across a span of small 
businesses and which add to the University’s CPD offer. For those committed to “Design-
ing Demand”, finding cost-effective approaches to working with the hard-pressed but 
hugely important SME sector remains a pernicious issue. c4di, its research-based tools 
and processes, is part of the solution.
The current political emphasis on manufacturing, on services and on the “weightless” 
industries and creativity, and the indivisible connection between design and innovation 
will not diminish. It is affirmation, if needs be, of a continuing role, in some form, for c4di, 
whether the future is in partnership with a cognate consultancy or part of SFC’s proposed 
Innovation Centres. Posing the question - where will future jobs and growth come from? 
- should be sufficient to concentrate minds.
Stuart MacDonald OBE
Emeritus Professor, Gray’s School of Art  
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this review is to evaluate the work of the center for Design and Innova-
tion, an ERDF and SEEKIT funded project established by the Robert Gordon University in 
October 2008. The project aimed to assist SMEs in Scotland to become more competitive, 
increase profits, and improve efficiency through the application of design thinking. 
This review sets out the aims and objectives of the original project, describes the meth-
odological approach adopted by the project team and assesses the effectiveness and im-
pact of the project. 
Key findings 
• The methodological approach adopted by the project was based on design thinking, 
which was helpful in encouraging companies to adopt a shift in the way in which they 
perceived their customer’s needs.
• It was found that establishing a common purpose amongst stakeholders was an essen-
tial starting point and that using visual imagery and key words, as part of group activities 
was a useful method for establishing the core values that represented the company and 
could be used as criteria for making any subsequent decisions. Workshops using a play/
game metaphor helped companies to overcome barriers to creative thinking.
• Short introductions to DT were found be useful to stimulate new ideas. The ‘Byte Size’ 
taster workshops were very popular, allowing large number of companies to become fa-
miliar with the concept of Service Design Thinking.  One to two day workshops with in-
dividual companies focused on their own issues produced more significant impacts, the 
most important of which was in the companies approach to innovative thinking. This cul-
tural shift is difficult to measure other than anecdotally but potentially has the most last-
ing impact making future innovations more likely.
• Many SMEs are unwilling to invest in innovation particularly during a recession. Business 
support agencies have been relatively slow to acknowledge the value of design as a driver 
of innovation despite the evident success of initiatives like the Design Council’s Designing 
Demand programme.  One reason for this may be the lack of quantitative data to justify 
an appropriate return on investment and the uncertain time scale for seeing results. It 
may also be difficult to directly attribute improvements in innovation to a particular de-
sign intervention. 
Overall conclusion
• The argument for the value of design as a driver for innovation has been clearly made 
and this is now embedded in SE and TSB and recognised as an important way forward. 
There is a tension between universities supporting this type of work as opposed to private 
companies undertaking it, or public sector business support organisations delivering this 
form of innovation support. Universities have a role to support knowledge exchange how-
ever they also have a responsibility to not undercut the market and thus prevent private 
companies delivering a viable and sustainable service.  Organisations such as SE are not 
funded to support universities and therefore this again can make it difficult to fund the 
type of work undertaken by c4di.
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• It is important that the intervention is well facilitated and the resources are of a high 
quality.   Developing an experiential approach to working with companies is likely to have 
a lasting impact and is preferable to a one-off PowerPoint presentation no matter how 
eminent the presenter.
Summary recommendations
• Innovation support would be more valuable if extended over a period of time so that the 
company is revisited periodically.
• Developing workshop resources that uses a play or game analogy and adopting a lo-
fidelity prototyping approach makes it possible for people to engage more readily and 
innovate earlier.
• Adopting a co-design approach involving key stakeholders is a very useful way of identi-
fying opportunities for design improvement in both product and service delivery. 
 
Glossary
 
DT- ‘Design Thinking’, the application of design methods to business.
SEEKIT - A Scottish Government programme aiming to encourage new and improved 
productive knowledge transfer activities between small to medium sized enterprises 
(SMEs) and the Scottish public sector science base. 
ERDF - European Regional Development Fund
SFC  - Scottish Funding Council
SE – Scottish Enterprise
TSB – Technology Strategy Board
Human Centered Design – ‘an approach that integrates multidisciplinary expertise towards 
enhancing human wellbeing and empowering people. It leads to systems, machines, products, 
services and processes which are physically, perceptually, cognitively and emotionally intuitive 
to use’ (Brunel University) http://hcdi.brunel.ac.uk/
Co-design – an approach to design that seeks to involve end-users and key-stakeholders 
in the design process
Business Model Canvas – A technique for visualizing the nine fundamental building 
blocks of a business  - http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/
SME- Small and Medium Sized Enterprises  (less than 250 employees and a turnover of 
less than or equal to £50 million)
TRIZ - A theory developed by the Soviet inventor Genrich Altshuller as ‘the theory of inven-
tive problem solving’. 
TOC – Theory of Constraints, adopts the common idiom “A chain is no stronger than its 
weakest link” as a new management paradigm. This means that processes, organizations, 
etc., are vulnerable because the weakest person or part can always damage or break them 
or at least adversely affect the outcome.
RTD – Research, Technology and Development.
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Introduction 
National and regional economic development policies and strategies across the UK rec-
ognize that investment in innovation should be a priority in order to ensure long-term 
competitiveness. Increasing the levels of innovation in the Scottish economy to move 
companies up the value chain is crucial for productivity growth and increasing prosperity.
The Cox Review of Creativity in Business: building on the UK’s strengths was commissioned 
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Gordon Brown and published in 2005 and led by Sir 
George Cox. The report showed the need to address the creativity, design and innovation 
agenda in SMEs and set out the steps that the Government and the business, broadcast-
ing and education sectors should take to ensure that UK businesses harness the world-
class creative talents that the UK possesses to drive wealth and job creation. One of the 
key recommendations in the report was for the formation of a number of Design Centres 
of Excellence:  “Creativity’ cannot be viewed as a skill possessed by the gifted few. It needs to 
pervade the thinking of the whole business, to be embraced within public services, to be em-
bedded in the education system, and to be sought out by those who buy goods and services, 
whether that means a company, a public-sector body or the consumer. To this end, I recom-
mend the setting up of a network of ‘Creativity and Innovation’ Centres throughout the UK, 
with a central hub in London”.
The UK Design Industry Skills Development Plan High Level Skills for Higher Value identified 
that “one key growth area is in design-led innovation, with some organisations increasingly 
recognising the value that the design process can bring by connecting technology and innova-
tion with user needs”. It also identified another key area for economic development as be-
ing “supporting firms in their development of strategy by looking at all aspects of the business, 
identifying markets and customer needs, building brands, revamping mature and failing prod-
ucts and launching new products or services”. The Skills Development Plan’ showed that 
a disjunction between ‘designers’ and ‘managers’ could hamper businesses, especially 
SMEs dependent on consultancies/freelancers, from achieving business benefit from de-
sign. Another area of expansion is the use of design as a strategic resource in business.  
The use of design as a strategic driver of innovation has been promoted for many years. 
The Design Council has been running programmes since the 70s to promote the value of 
design as a way of improving business competitiveness through improved products or 
services. Their Designing Demand delivery targets to 2010–11 were adopted from rec-
ommendations made in the Cox Review. The delivery targets were divided between the 
different levels of service, and between Programme Introductions, Skills Assists and Busi-
ness Support Services.
In Scotland, academics and members of strategic organisations came together to form 
the Design Innovation Scotland group that proposed the formation of a Scottish wide 
Centre for Design & Innovation.  Although this group was unsuccessful in obtaining fund-
ing for this proposal the need for this resource was still recognized.   Gray’s School of Art 
carried out extensive research in 2004 with both ‘user’ and design companies, involving 
postal surveys, interviews and workshops to identify demand for design led support, what 
services are required and how they should be delivered. This research found a high level 
of recognition of the importance of design in user companies with three-quarters of in-
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terviewees seeing design as playing a strong part in developing the business or improving 
its performance, while at the same time pointing to management challenges with con-
cepts around design methodology often not figuring in the “corporate consciousness”. 
Through this we identified needs to be addressed in the project, to support SMEs in ad-
dressing issues bridging design and management around:
(a) Using design and design skills more strategically.
(b) Making product management more effective; e.g. examining the role of the product man-
ager and how this role can be made more effective. 
(c) Communication in new product development.
(d) Improving communication on innovation across organisational boundaries and supply 
chains.
(e) Improving holistic brand management in SMEs.
( f) Innovation tools and techniques including creative problem solving methods, e.g. TRIZ and 
TOC (Theory of Constraints).
(g) Understanding and acting on emerging design trends.
In 2008 a funding proposal was submitted to the European Regional Development Fund 
under Priority 1 that aimed to improve the competitiveness of the Lowlands and Uplands 
Scotland enterprise base through increased innovation and a fuller use of its RTD base. 
Funding was agreed for a three-year project, which was to be matched by funding from 
the Scottish Government’s SEEKIT programme and the Robert Gordon University.  Total 
funding awarded was  £450, 871. Our partners included Scottish Enterprise, Skills Devel-
opment Scotland, and Aberdeen City Council.
Project aims and objectives
The aim was to bring best design practice to companies, to improve international com-
petitiveness, profitability and efficiency so that these businesses could maximize their 
design potential in support of the Scottish economy. This project would support SMEs in 
Design and Innovation Management in order to become more competitive through their 
application to product and service development. We would establish a research/knowl-
edge transfer network to make available and promote the use of research and leading 
edge practice and interact with between 60 and 80 SMEs per year leading to significant 
systems development and new product development. The project objectives were:
(a) To establish a project steering group, appoint a Project Director, Business Manager and spe-
cialist staff, beginning the project in October 2008 with the aim of launching the new network 
and centre in June 2009.
(b) To work closely in collaboration with Scottish Enterprise and their Account Managers, to 
establish links with relevant SMEs.
(c) To organize events/workshops/seminars, produce papers for distribution directly to enter-
prises and to enterprise support/sectoral bodies.
(d) To establish and support a practitioners network to enable users and design SMEs to share 
experiences of managing innovation and design, learn from the practices of others and en-
gage in the development of new approaches. 
(e) With the help of Scottish Enterprise we will identify individual enterprises through their 
participation in workshops and via the practitioners’ network. To work with individual enter-
prises to develop good practice in design and innovation management and take new products 
to market through this. We will carry out an initial audit of their current practices via one to 
one consultancy and use of audit/ benchmarking tools i.e. the product with which they want to 
test new approaches, work with them to strengthen capacity in areas of need identified in the 
initial audit, identify the value added through new capacity and how this could be integrated/ 
maintained in their future practices. 
( f) To develop a commercialisation strategy in collaboration with Scottish Enterprise offering 
a range of consultancy services in order to sustain the service beyond the period of the award 
and mainstream the service within a Centre for Design and Innovation. A full-time Business 
Manager will be appointed to assist with this process. Over the period of the award we will 
work with SMEs in N.E. Scotland, and use the experience gained to mainstream on a national 
basis. The activity of the Centre will focus on priority industries as identified by the Scottish 
Government; in working with SMEs we will broker relationships with appropriate design com-
panies and provide advice on issues relating to environmental good practice and design for all 
age groups. The Centre will assist Scottish Enterprise developing a creative network with SMEs 
across the priority industries in Scotland, running seminar events, undertaking initial design 
audits and one-to-one consultations.  A specialist design team will assist with the development 
of visualisations and prototypes using rapid prototyping technologies, and give advice on web 
development working with other Scottish partners such as Napier University. 
(g) Account Managers within Scottish Enterprise will identify SMEs who may benefit from in-
volvement with the new Centre for Design & Innovation. The SMEs will be invited to seminar/
workshop events, which will focus on creative problem solving and innovation strategies, fa-
cilitated networking activities and one-to-one consultation surgeries. Brokering services will 
be provided which aim to create new business opportunities based on synergies between busi-
nesses including diversification of existing technologies. 
(h) We will take forward the findings of research with SMEs and with SEEKIT support add value 
through new work to:
• Transfer knowledge/expertise between science base and SMEs and between large and small 
companies via developing an Innovation and Design Management research/technology trans-
fer network and a practitioners’ forum.
• In collaboration with Scottish Enterprise provide advice and consultancy services to 220 
SMEs, supporting them in developing and taking to market new goods/services and embed-
ding better practice through this experience.
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Project methodology 
The project looked at other design led programmes to support SMEs including the Design 
Council’s Designing Demand Programme and the Design Innovation Centre in Sligo, Ire-
land. For each of these initiatives the core approach was based on Design Thinking. It also 
looked at companies such as IDEO and Future Factory. http://www.ideo.co./uk/, Http://
www.futurefactory.co.uk/.
Design Thinking has been evolving since the nineteen sixties as illustrated in Figure 1 
below. There is some controversy among academics as to whether the term is a legiti-
mate way of describing a genuine methodology or just another way of disrobing creative 
thinking. Whichever position you take it is clear there are some very useful methods and 
techniques that if properly applied by individuals with an aptitude for holistic thinking 
genuine improvements can be realized. 
 
Figure 1 Key contributions on the history of DT (Adapted from Hassi, Laakso 2011)
User centered design
C4di’s practice was based on a human centered experiential approach using visualiza-
tion and rapid prototyping as key methods, taking a collaborative and multidisciplinary 
approach to solving problems. C4di’s cognitive approach was based on the reflective re-
framing of situations adopting a holistic integrated view. The mindset of the team was 
future focused, tolerant of ambiguity and experimental.
Service design
Service design is now a well-established discipline in its own right with companies such 
as Engine and Live|work specializing in service design work, but for many SMEs it is a rela-
tively new concept particularly with companies who do not consider themselves service 
providers. For c4di it has become an increasingly important part of its’ offering to provide 
service design advice.  Explaining the value of high quality service as a strategy for com-
petitive advantage for SMEs has become a significant part c4di’s recommendations to 
companies. 
Developing relationships with SMEs
Recognising the importance of building networks both locally and nationally to reach our 
target audience, c4di developed relationships during the course of the project with exter-
nal agencies involved in supporting the SME community – Scottish Enterprise (national 
and regional basis) Business Gateway, Interface, ICASS, Scotland Food and Drink, Food 
Forums, Federation of Small Businesses, Women in Business, the Design Community it-
self including the Design Innovation Scotland group, Aberdeen City and Shire Councils, 
Chamber of Commerce, Invest Northern Ireland (for best practice exchange) EN-ergise 
and the Design Council.  We also made contact with other SEEKIT projects, for example 
Kit-Out and De-Pict, to identify opportunities to collaborate and share good practice.  We 
have delivered joint events with both Kit-Out (Strathclyde University) and De-Pict (RGU). 
Unfortunately our access to high growth company referrals was not as we had planned. 
Towards the end of 2010 Scottish Enterprise issued contracts to Scottish innovation con-
sulting companies to deliver innovation support courses to both account managed and 
companies in the growth pipeline.  The courses were free of charge to the companies and 
the timing of the launch of these programmes coincided with our own project activities. 
Account Managers who were initially recognized as key referral sources for the ‘Innova-
tion by Design’ programme were naturally inclined to favour their own programmes and 
we received very little interest through the SE route as a result. In addition the opportunity 
for companies to access free innovation training adversely affected our plans to charge 
for our services and commercialise our offering.
As part of the Design Master class programme we organized our own networking events 
to bring design and non design companies together which proved to be successful as an 
additional element to the event 
We worked with SMEs across key sectors, helping them to develop more effective com-
munications and branding, generate new ideas, prototype and develop new products and 
customer-focused services. Evaluation to date has shown that c4di has been responsible 
for shifting businesses’ perspectives and helped them embed design thinking as a strate-
gic tool, leading to the development of new and profitable products, processes, services 
and increased sales.
Tools & resources
The c4di project team consisted of experts drawn from the fields of design, business man-
agement, communications, and information technology. Additional expertise was drawn 
from the extensive academic and administrative resources of the university.
C4di employed a range of unique, user-centered design tools and techniques to help 
companies address business challenges, increase their awareness of the economic ben-
efits of engaging with design and employ design as a strategic management tool. We cap-
tured knowledge from the project, and developed our own toolkit of interactive workshop 
materials to enhance our offering. We have created a design methodology that is aca-
demically rigorous, practical, engaging and effective. We help businesses identify their 
problems, shift their perspective, generate, prototype and evaluate a range of ideas, and 
understand how to put this into practice. Underlying our activities is the concept of seri-
ous play. We help workshop participants to unlock their inherent creativity and generate 
insights and ideas that would not be possible in a formal business context, through a play-
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ful, interactive use of specially designed workshop materials. Designed to help address a 
range of common business issues, identified through an initial market assessment, our 
extensive set of tools was developed in-house by c4di. 
Tools developed to date have been designed to help companies articulate their core val-
ues, identify common business challenges and the range of possible design solutions 
available, and to visualize the highs and lows of a customer’s journey through a service. 
Our toolkit comprises
(a) foresighting  (visual map of future political, economic, social & technological landscape to 
enable companies to make strategic decisions for the future)
(b) service prototyping (using simple materials to develop physical prototypes of possible new 
services)
(c) design options (materials designed to visualise the full range of design options available to 
companies)
(d) design brief building blocks (tools to help visualise the requirements and define the design 
brief, timescale and roadmaps of creating and implementing a design brief
C4di has developed visual cards that are used in combination with the capturing of key words 
to identify whether the company’s self-image is consistent or contains inherent contradictions.
Figure 2 – Core values setting exercise, using image cards
1: The innovation landscape
C4di have experience of working with the wide range of support networks for design and 
business in Scotland to support our SME community. Over the past 3 years we have de-
veloped and strengthened our networks, identifying opportunities to collaborate where 
appropriate adding value to our offering. 
We are active members of the design community and as we work across Scotland our net-
works are not exclusive to the North East and we maintain strong links across the coun-
try. Active participants in national science, technology and innovation exhibitions and 
events, we were invited as guest speakers to several network events in addition to work-
shop delivery. 
 Scottish Enterprise was a project partner and steering group member and our other net-
works included: Business Gateway, ICASS, Women in Business, KTP office, Knowledge 
Links for Business, NESTA, Scotland Food and Drink, Interface, Skills Development Scot-
land, Creative Industries Scotland, Creative Barcode, SMAS, Energise, 38 Minutes, Fed-
eration of Small Businesses, SCDI, DBA (design in business association) and the Design 
Council.
 We were a Scotland Innovation Food and Drink network consortium member and a mem-
ber of Design Innovation Scotland. C4di were also members of the AHRC-funded Design 
in Action, Knowledge Exchange Hub bid, led by Dundee University. We worked on a one-
to-one basis on network referrals, which in turn provided material for joint case studies. 
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2: Project delivery
Innovation by Design Workshop programme:
• Thinking by Design workshop aimed to assist companies to discover deep customer insights, 
create new products and services, diversify into expanding markets and prototype in minutes, 
not days.
• Creative Culture by Design, a workshop looking at how design thinking can help companies 
identify their core values, create alternative reward systems and make innovation part of eve-
rything they do.
• Service by Design, aimed to help companies visualise their service, find out how to identify 
opportunism, gain meaningful insights from their customers, map their journey, and involve 
them in designing services of real value
• Problem Solving By Design aimed to help companies identify opportunities for diversification, 
find how to generate creative ideas, and prototype and evaluate them
• Bite-size by design was intended to provide a very quick introduction to design thinking. 
These were scheduled for early evening and provided a snapshot of how the design process 
can assist in critically reframing issues to allow new thinking to take place.
• Block-of-cheese days. This format provided a drop-in service for companies wishing to re-
ceive on-to-one feedback on issues, which may have been uppermost at that particular time 
• Insights report was a design audit process involving a company site-visit.  Observations were 
made and individuals asked strategic questions after which a short report was provided based 
on the observations made by the design consultant
• Design master class programme was a series of public lectures given be eminent design prac-
titioners with a track record of using design as a strategic tool for business growth. Each event 
was followed by a networking event to encourage collaboration between companies. 
3: Achievements & effectiveness of c4di 
Discussion of initial aims & objectives 
(a) To establish a project steering group, appoint a Project Director, Business Manager and spe-
cialist staff.
Just as the project was commencing a number of organisations who had committed to be-
ing on the Steering Group underwent re-organisations and in some cases mergers. This 
meant that our original membership of Scottish Enterprise Grampian, Glasgow School of 
Art, Aberdeen City Council, Learn Direct and Skills Development Scotland was reduced to 
Scottish Enterprise, Skills Development Scotland, Aberdeen City Council, Interface, and 
representatives from RGU’s Commercialisation Department and Gray’s School of Art.  The 
steering group met on a quarterly basis and followed a structured agenda. Project aims, 
outputs and results were routinely reviewed at the meetings with discussions held on op-
portunities to maximise the project.   Minutes were captured and circulated to all stake-
holders to allow progress to be charted and to bring new and visiting members of the 
group up to speed quickly.
(b)To work closely in collaboration with Scottish Enterprise and their Account Managers.
Scottish Enterprise Grampian had been a key stakeholder in the bid as a principal feeder 
of leads and pipeline opportunities however as the project began they were undergoing 
significant reorganisation with management churn at the decision maker level.  Despite 
existing contacts within the organisation the Account Management team proved difficult 
to engage with beyond the initial point of contact and the introduction to companies was 
very limited. A similar level of resistance was experienced with our local Enterprise Trust 
(ENET) although in this case it was felt to be more of a competitive resistance as some 
senior individuals were concerned that c4di could be stealing their clients.  
We worked hard to overcome this and identified targets that ENET were struggling to 
meet themselves, requested a meeting with the CEO and demonstrated how we could 
assist.  We maintained contact with the Scottish Enterprise Innovation team and were in-
vited to take part as a partner in Winning through Innovation event in Grampian in March 
2010.  However that event was also launching Scottish Enterprise funded programmes 
and to some degree our market was spoiled as companies were being offered free support 
to attend programmes recommended by Account Managers to meet their objectives. At 
the end of c4di intervention, companies were then signposted to other sources of as-
sistance and possible grant support from Scottish Enterprise, ENET and other agencies 
across Scotland.  We helped to identify companies for the Scottish Enterprise pipeline and 
worked in conjunction with other economic development agencies to deliver a uniform 
approach.  
(c) To organize events/workshops/seminars, produce papers for distribution directly to enter-
prises and to enterprise support/sectoral bodies.
The project aimed to provide thought leadership across the field of design-led innova-
tion. This was achieved by creating a highly visual website with content explaining the 
approach and services offered by c4di.  Press releases for events and articles in the press 
and business magazines were published on a regular basis on the project and a number 
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of academic papers were submitted to conferences and journals. The project ran a se-
ries of workshops, gave presentations as part of events run by other organisations such 
as Scottish Enterprise Winning through Innovation, Women into Business, and Scotland 
Food & Drink. A Design Master Class was also run in collaboration with the Design Council. 
In addition a series of introductory workshops entitled Bite-Size by Design were delivered 
to cross-sectoral groups of SMEs. A fuller description of workshops is outlined in Section 2. 
(d) To establish and support a practitioners network 
A database of companies offering design services was created.  Companies would be in-
vited to attend events such as the Design Master Class series, and using colour-coded 
badges to identify design practitioners from other business professionals, networking 
was successfully facilitated.
(e) With the help of Scottish Enterprise we will identify individual enterprises through their par-
ticipation in workshops and via the practitioners’ network, work with individual enterprises to 
develop good practice in design and innovation management and take new products to market 
through this; will carry out initial audit of current practices via one to one consultancy and use 
of audit/ benchmarking tools 
As mentioned previously our market was somewhat spoiled by the flood of ‘free training’ 
being offered by one of our partners.  In an effort to counter this and demonstrate the 
value of our own offering we developed an application process whereby companies had to 
apply for a place to qualify for support. This form asked for statistical information as well 
as aims and objectives and was used to structure each bespoke intervention.  A nominal 
value was also placed on the time and support offered that was accepted by the client at 
no charge.  The emphasis was on giving the company an understanding of their own busi-
ness situation and giving them tools to identify opportunities and to bring about a shift in 
the business culture to make innovation more likely to occur and be successful. Gathering 
data proved somewhat tricky for the team as companies continued to show reluctance to 
reveal specific financial data.    The company was made aware of when the project would 
commence and end and key success criteria were agreed to ensure that all parties had a 
clear understanding of expectations.
( f) To develop a commercialisation strategy in collaboration with Scottish Enterprise offering 
a range of consultancy services in order to sustain the service beyond the period of the award 
and mainstream the service within a Centre for Design and Innovation. A full-time Business 
Manager will be appointed to assist with this process. 
At policy level we worked with SE to help them develop their policy around design as an 
enabler for innovation and subsequently they have introduced some pilot progammes of-
fering innovation workshops to groups of SMEs.  The project has succeeded in demon-
strating the need for design support particularly with SMEs but the business model had 
not proved to be viable without on-going government subsidy as SMEs are generally un-
willing to pay for this service. The possibility of working will larger companies and organi-
sations which would provide the underpinning costs of on-going support may be a viable 
way forward.
(g) Account Managers within Scottish Enterprise will identify SMEs who may benefit from in-
volvement with the new Centre for Design Innovation. The SMEs will be invited to seminar/
workshop events.
As the programme offered by c4di was not a core offering against which Account Manag-
ers were tasked to refer, the team experienced a reluctance to engage.
(h) Take forward the findings of research with SMEs and with SEEKIT support add value through 
new work to transfer knowledge/expertise between science base and SMEs and between large 
and small companies via developing an Innovation and Design Management research/technol-
ogy transfer network and a practitioners’ forum.
The project ran a number of events, which included both large and small enterprises. In 
collaboration with Scottish Enterprise provide advice and consultancy services to 220 
SMEs, supporting them in developing and taking to market new goods/services and em-
bedding better practice through this experience. This objective was fully realized see Ta-
ble 1.
Indicators & targets
Project outputs, results and impacts were prepared as part of the funding application.  In 
hindsight it may have been better to backload the project profiles as it took approximately 
5 months to recruit the full team necessary to deliver the project objectives.  Furthermore 
since the grant was awarded the economic climate had changed significantly and Scot-
land was in the grip of a recession.  Clarifying and articulating the c4di offering also took 
some time and the profile for target achievement should have reflected this.   Despite this 
we delivered the majority of our targets during the project and in some cases exceeded 
some targets, which we had already increased during the course of the project.
Table 1 details the original project outputs, result and targets for the project.
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TABLE1:	  PROJECT	  OUTPUTS,	  RESULTS	  &	  IMPACTS	  
 
PROJECT OUTPUTS 
Performance Indicators Total 
approved in 
grant offer 
letter 
Total 
Achieved 
 
2009 2010 2011 2012 
No. of events held 3 4 4 - 11 29 
No. of SMEs attending events. 60 80 80 - 220 343 
No. of individuals/SMEs helped with 
advice/information (<1 day) 
60 80 80 - 220 631 
No. of SMEs assisted (1-5 days) 9 12 12 - 33 55 
No. of SMEs assisted with High Level support (>5 
days) 
3 4 4 - 11 11 
No. of SMEs undertaking innovation/RTD 
projects. 
3 4 4 - 11 27 
No. of new patents issued/IPR registrations made - - - - 5 2 
No. of new licensing deals between SMEs and 
Science Base. 
- - - - 5 0 
No. of new links between SMEs and Research 
Institutions. 
6 8 8 - 22 86 
No. of SMEs receiving support for energy savings 
and resource efficiency. 
6 8 8 - 22 26 
No. of renewable energy projects supported. 1 1 1 - 3 0 
RESULTS 
Increased investment in External 
Knowledge/Innovation/RTD by SMEs (£) 
0 100,000 500,000 - 600,000 688,300 
No of products, processes or services significantly 
improved/new ones introduced 
3 27 33 - 63 81 
No.of SMEs with reduced costs per unit output 0 3 8 - 11 11 
No. of new spin-outs/SMEs formed n/a n/a n/a - 0 0 
SMART/KTP/Catalyst 0 1 5 - 6 2 Cat 
R&D Grants 0 3 8 - 11 4 
KTP Projects 0 1 5 - 6 0 
New R&D initiatives 0 20 13 - 33 30 
IMPACTS 
Increase in turnover in assisted business (£) - - - - 1,500,000 2,360,000 
Total no. of gross new jobs. 0 1 32 - 33 34 
Total no.of gross  jobs safeguarded. 0 150 450 - 600 600 
	  
Case studies
In the following section we present a number of Case Studies, which provide examples of 
the ways in which c4di worked with companies across different sectors. During the course 
of the project c4di has communicated with over 300 SMEs. In some cases this would have 
been through a workshop event and in others a more intensive period of one-to-one ad-
vice.  The examples describe the company, some of the issues they faced, and the impact 
of c4di’s involvement. 
Case Study 1 - Galloway Lodge Preserves
“I found working with c4di very useful. It’s extremely beneficial to have another pair of eyes 
looking at your business. When you are so closely involved with the day to day running of your 
company it can be difficult to see things objectively. I now have a number of new ideas to im-
plement which needn’t be costly and which I anticipate will have a very positive impact on my 
business.”  Fiona Hesketh, Proprietor
The company
Galloway Lodge Preserves is a manufacturer of high –quality conserves and preserves 
selling under their own brand of Galloway Lodge Preserves and also as a private label 
manufacturer for a number of other select brands .The catalyst for this project meeting 
was a Scottish Enterprise “Meet the Expert” event for companies in the food sector held 
at Barony College, Dumfries. C4di were invited to meet with food companies individually 
on the day to provide advice and guidance on how design could be used as a tool to assist 
their business. 
Issues identified
As many of these products are hand-made, the company was concerned about cost ef-
ficiencies relating to their current manufacturing, labeling, and packaging processes and 
the shipping of products.
Nature of c4di contact
Subsequently c4di spent two days with Galloway Lodge Preserves, observing the manu-
facture, labeling and packaging of its products. Evaluation tools developed byc4di were 
also employed to help analyse the core values of the company, which, in liaison with Fiona 
and in line with her plans for her business, assisted in the subsequent recommendations 
for the development of the brand. A c4di Insight Report provided more than a dozen de-
sign‐led recommendations covering process improvements, ideas for waste reduction, la-
bour saving techniques and an improved and more consistent approach to the company’s 
branding. At a strategic level, several options were also highlighted along with signposts 
to other support bodies that may be able to assist with advice and funding. A Knowledge 
Links for Business advisor is now working with the company, to project- manage and take 
the various recommendations forward. An application for funding has been submitted.
The impact 
Since working with c4di, Galloway Lodge Preserves have introduced new products to their 
portfolio, most notably an onion marmalade, chilli jam and chilli and honey relish and hot 
tomato pickle, diversified their business with the acquisition of a coffee shop in Gate-
house of Fleet, and been featured at a number of high-profile trade exhibitions.
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Galloway lodge preserves
Moto GF
Case Study 2 - MotoGF 
The company
MotoGF’s parent company had been supplying the oil & gas industry for over 10 years 
with Beta tools when they began to be inundated with requests from professional motor-
sports enthusiasts looking specifically for Beta tools and so took the decision to set up a 
dedicated service for these motorsport individuals and teams. 
Issues identified
The company, with 26 staff, had identified a number of challenges in developing the mar-
ket for MotoGF’s products (particularly the Beta tools) against some very stiff competi-
tion.  They wanted to research the buying behavior of young mechanics covering both 
their motivation and preferred methods of purchase especially in the area of branded 
tools for car/motorbike repair and maintenance.
Nature of c4di contact
C4di facilitated a ‘problem solving by design’ workshop involving student members of 
TAU racing team from the University of Aberdeen.  A variety of user-centred design tech-
niques were used to determine participants’ interpretations of the core values of MotoGF 
and Beta tools, map customer journeys, and to facilitate a discussion on student use of 
social media. Additionally, a short ethnographic study of a father and son mechanic duo, 
was undertaken by c4di’s principal designer, and some broad desk research into the use 
of social media in the world of motorsport.  
A c4di Insights Report was created which recommended that MotoGF audit the compa-
ny’s existing products, services, branding and communications against core values; adopt 
a communications strategy which is part promotional and part informational; restructure 
the company website hierarchy making social media feed the most important part of the 
homepage; develop a mobile-based ordering and information system; and offer student 
mechanics discounted tool sets on an HP basis.
The impact 
Since working with c4di the company have increased innovation investment by £30,000; 
have 13 new or improved products/services or processes; and have created 3 new jobs. 
They have also undergone a complete re-branding, and have transformed internal inno-
vation and staff training proceedures.
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Easterbrook Hall workshop - 
mapping service journeys
Case Study 3 - Easterbrook Hall 
“The project really helped us identify what was different and unique about the hall which has 
assisted us to develop a new product offering to the events market from outside the region. The 
support provided has been invaluable in helping us develop Easterbrook’s approach to gen-
erating new business.” Angela McIntyre – Venue Manager, Easterbrook Hall, Dumfries & 
Galloway
The company
Employing 80 staff, Easterbrook Hall and the Crichton Estate have developed a significant 
standing and reputation in the wedding market. The venue, which comprises a church, 
hotel with rooms of varying sizes, gardens and leisure facilities, has also been used for 
conferences. In the autumn of 2010 Easterbrook Hall met with the Knowledge Links for 
Business project.
Issues identified
The company aspired to develop the conference facility revenue stream and exploit the 
potential for business tourism in the region, however Dumfries & Galloway is not well-
known as a potential conference venue in general and supporting facilities in the area for 
business tourism may be viewed by some as insufficient.
Nature of c4di contact
The Knowledge Links Team took the brief and made a number of introductions to expertise 
from Scotland’s colleges and universities to help the Easterbrook team develop the prod-
uct offering. A key introduction was to the Centre for Design & Innovation (c4di) based at 
Robert Gordon University in Aberdeen. Through their “insights” programme, c4di con-
ducted an evaluation of the Easterbrook Hall brand and offering to identify key Unique 
Selling Points for the venue to attract new customers. A workshop was conducted with a 
number of existing clients to analyze the Easterbrook experience. In addition evaluation 
tools developed by c4di were also employed to help assess the core values of the venue 
which, in liaison with Angela and the team, assisted in the subsequent recommendations 
for the development of the brand offering to an external market.
Impact
Easterbrook Hall has safeguarded employment for all 80 employees whilst adding 1 new 
full time assistant sales manager and up to 6 seasonal staff.  Company turnover has in-
creased by £70,000 as a result of new/improved products, services and processes includ-
ing new business packages, new wedding packages, a conference bureau partnership, 
partnering with a local radio station to run joint themed events, a charity product offer-
ing, and several new initiatives still in the pipeline. Efficiency savings have also been made 
as a result of waste and power reductions.
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Case Study 4 - The Store
The company
The Store is a coffee shop and farm store owned by the Booth family, farmers in the area 
for four generations. At the heart of the Store’s offering is the sale of beef and lamb, raised 
and butchered on site. The farm store also sells locally grown fruit and vegetables and a 
range of ready meals, cheeses and condiments. Products can be purchased online and a 
delivery service is also provided. A coffee shop sells drinks, home-bakes, soups and sand-
wiches.
Issues identified
The company wished to determine whether there was consistency between The Store’s 
brand, as visualized by the Booth family themselves, their employees and their branding 
agency.
Nature of c4di contact
C4di’s Principal Designer facilitated an exercise using core values imagery to enable the 
company to articulate The Store’s three main qualities or values in order to inform the 
development of the company’s branding and communications material. A number of c4di 
recommendations were made relating to improvements in packaging design, graphics, 
signage, display, and public access.
Impact
Since working with c4di, The Store have run a series of user-centred events at their main 
store in Foveran, including Easter events for Children, specialist butchery skills workshops 
and Wagyu Beef Dinners, wedding catering, all adding value to their existing product 
range. 
They have improved their online presence with Facebook and Twitter presence as well as 
making a number of improvements to online processes.
They have also expanded their staff team across the business, and recently won a Highly 
Commended in the Scottish Countryside Alliance Local Food Award at a Holyrood recep-
tion and a Trend Life with Style Award for coffee shop and restaurant within one year of 
opening their new coffee shop and café.
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Case Study 5  - Freelance World
“What an awesome couple of days we had with c4di. We went into it with our eyes open, not 
really knowing what to expect. We’d heard of design thinking, but had never seen it in practice. 
We’d also worked with lots of consultants, using “traditional’ brainstorming techniques. The 
process that c4di followed blew us away. No linear lists or left-brain tasks - this was a very visu-
al experience. Engage right brain! It made our heads hurt, but we got some real breakthroughs 
and an outcome that none of us could have foreseen. If you haven’t used design thinking, you 
should. It will transform your business.” Alasdair McGill, Managing Director, Freelance World
The company
Freelance World is one of the main contractor accountants in the UK, the recognised lead-
er in the UK energy sector, and proactive, service-focused freelancer and small business 
accountants.
Issues identified
The company planned to re-position itself as a Total Business Support Service not just 
offering help to bookkeeping or accounting clients, but to also include in their offering, 
business advice and support. The company wanted to be identified as the leading online 
business support company and transform the business into a marketing and technical 
enterprise.
Nature of c4di contact
C4di facilitated two scoping workshops using the Business Model Canvas as a visual 
framework to describe the existing Freelance World business model and explored how 
incremental and radical innovations could be created.  Student interns sourced from the 
Robert Gordon University used various prototypes of the business model to create hy-
potheses for subsequent project development.
Impact
A Robert Gordon University intern project (involving students with programming, design 
and a business skills) is currently working on process improvements/software prototyp-
ing; designing a new Creative Space website; redesigning the existing Freelance World 
website, and developing the company’s social media strategy. 
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Case Study 6  - Cocoa Ooze
The company
Jamie Hutcheon established the expert chocolatiers, Cocoa Ooze, producers of handmade 
luxury chocolates, in 2008 at the age of just 17. The company works hard to reflect the 
delicate simplicity of quality ingredients and the inherited knowledge of family history in 
its products
Issues identified
The company had been given an opportunity to supply chocolate products to 17 outlets 
of a giant supermarket chain and needed to develop and formalize branding guidelines 
for the company and subsequently consider the requirements and implications of a sub-
brand to be used in the supermarket’s own range.  Another issue identified was the cur-
rent labour intensive methods used in the packaging. 
Nature of c4di contact
Initial contact was made with Jamie at the Scottish Enterprise Winning Through Innova-
tion event in March 2010. As a result of this meeting, c4di’s Principal Designer and Project 
Manager made a site visit to Cocoa Oozes’ premises which resulted in a design-led idea 
generation workshop which considered the company’s core values, branding, packag-
ing and printing, using specially designed c4di materials and techniques.  C4di made a 
number of recommendations for the company to develop over a period of 18 months. 
Impact 
A new passion fruit, mango and raspberry layered chocolate was developed as a direct 
result of the c4di idea generation workshop, along with a new range of packaging which 
more fully represents the core values of Cocoa Ooze.
They have also recently opened a new shop and café in Peterculter, and launched a range 
of chocolate making workshops.
Projected increase in turnover: £25k in 2011 and £35k 2012/2103
They have plans to recruit trainee chocolatier.  Future plans for expansion include opening 
premises in Edinburgh and Glasgow 
Awards have included: 
Grampian Food Forum innovation award (2011)
2010 Finalist in the Grampian Awards for Business Enterprise Emerging Entrepreneur of 
the Year Award
2011 Finalist, Scotland Food and Drink Excellence Awards (retail – confectionary and 
snacking)
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Foyer workshop - ideation
Case Study 7 – Foyer Enterprise Ltd 
“Developing a design brief can be daunting for the uninitiated.  C4di engaged the Foyer crea-
tively and with a real grasp of what we wanted to achieve that demonstrated an understanding 
of our commercial aims and social values.  Their advice and support has been consistent and I 
would not hesitate to use them again.” Leona McDermid, Commercial Director
The company
Foyer Enterprise Ltd incorporates the Foyer Restaurant & Gallery, with profits generat-
ed from both being used to support the Aberdeen Foyer, a local charitable organization 
working to prevent youth homelessness and unemployment.
Issues identified
Along with a proposed refurbishment of the premises, the company aimed to develop 
future business in a more profitable, sustainable way to ensure actual and potential re-
sources were being optimized.
Nature of c4di contact
C4di facilitated two workshops with various stakeholders of the Foyer Restaurant & Gal-
lery to brainstorm ideas for a proposed redevelopment of their business premises in Ab-
erdeen. The outcome of this session was to develop a full design brief for internal imple-
mentation which included a customer experience narrative; recommendations pertaining 
to space; furniture, fittings & equipment; service design; marketing and business model 
innovations.
Impact
C4di’s follow-up interview with Foyer Enterprise Ltd reported that the company have em-
ployed 4 new staff; dedicated 12-15 days of Director’s time on development; have pro-
duced a new events package offering; have secured a substantial loan to implement re-
furbishment recommendations; and have generally seen a positive shift in the company 
culture.
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Cross priority effectiveness 
The Structural Funds Programme (2007-2013) was split across four priority areas, which 
are listed below.  C4di was funded under Priority 1 but the nature of the project provided 
opportunities for the project to also address challenges identified in the other three prior-
ity areas
• Priority 1- Research and Innovation. 
The aim of the Priority was to improve the competitiveness of the Lowlands and Uplands 
Scotland enterprise base through increased innovation and a fuller use of its RTD base. 
The funding for c4di was obtained under Priority 1, which aligned closely with the chal-
lenges outlined under this Priority, which were removing barriers to entrepreneurship, 
increasing rates of innovation and developing full exploitation of key sector technology 
developments. These challenges were addressed through the c4id workshop programme 
and one-to-one consultations and developing technology roadmaps for companies and 
providing referrals to technology providers where appropriate. Within the project exam-
ining how companies could enhance their innovation culture was given high priority in-
cluding the publication of academic and non-academic articles  (See Appendix 2) 
• Priority 2 – Enterprise Growth. 
The aim of the Priority was to improve enterprise formation and growth rates by enhanc-
ing the enterprise support environment, particularly with regards to access to finance, en-
trepreneurship, e-commerce and resource efficiency. Under priority 2 where appropriate 
companies were signposted to additional sources of funding including Knowledge Trans-
fer Vouchers, KTP and SMART awards. When the team visited companies, opportunities for 
resource efficiencies were noted and reported back to the company in a follow-up report. 
In addition where appropriate companies were referred to the Scottish Manufacturing 
Advisory Service for more advice relating specifically to their manufacturing processes. 
• Priority 3 - Urban Regeneration. 
The aim of the Priority was to increase the contributions of the most disadvantaged urban 
communities to Lisbon goals by supporting their regeneration. The project contributed to 
Priority 3 by working with Social Enterprises who were using employees from disadvan-
taged groups.
• Priority 4 - Rural Development. 
The aim of the Priority was to maximise the contribution of rural areas to achieving Lisbon 
goals with a view to developing sustainable economic growth. Under priority 4 the project 
worked with rural based businesses particularly food companies advising on how to im-
prove their Internet presence, communicating their brand more effectively and advising 
on new ways of bringing products to market utilizing e-commerce and by co-operatives.
In addition to the four priority areas the Structural Funds included the following ‘Cross-
cutting  Horizontal Themes”:
• equal opportunities
• environmental sustainability
• social inclusion
The Robert Gordon University is an equal opportunities employer and c4di followed the 
University’s guidelines for all its human resources requirements. Innovation advice was 
provided to companies where appropriate on how to reduce their carbon footprint by 
looking for operating efficiencies and how to make better used of web-based technolo-
gies in order to reduce logistics costs. At the outset of the project every effort was made 
to avoid excluding companies in disadvantaged areas and to include individuals from dis-
advantaged groups within customer focus groups.
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4: Future developments
The c4di project aimed to look for sustainable sources of income either through the com-
mercialization of its services or additional project funding from new sources.  In October 
2011, a market survey examining the viability of the project’s service offerings was under-
taken. The resulting survey was generally positive, however, it was considered that part-
nering with a larger firm would be necessary to ensure a commercially viable business. 
C4di continues to examine ways in which it can add value to innovation initiatives such 
as the SFC’s current funding programme for establishing Innovation Centres in Scotland. 
The need for finding ways of supporting innovation within companies in Scotland is of on-
going importance and is increasingly recognized by the Scottish Government as a priority 
across all sectors and the use of design as a key driver for innovation is widely acknowl-
edged. The c4di brand is to continue through the licensing of its material. 
5: Project impacts & beneficiaries
During the course of the project c4di worked with in excess of 300 companies across 
Scotland. In some cases this resulted in significant cultural shift within the company lead-
ing to a greater value being put on design as a way of improving the company’s ability to 
bring about innovation (see case studies for examples). The full economic impact of the 
project is very difficult to assess within the timeframe of the project itself, as it can take 
some time for a company to instigate change and realize the results in terms of improve-
ments in revenue.  
C4di had a significant impact in raising the value of design thinking as an approach that 
can be used to bring about substantial improvements in the way companies do business. 
C4di worked with a number of business support organizations to bring about policy de-
velopments that included funding from Scottish Enterprise for future design-led innova-
tion workshops.
 
The project also provided thought leadership in this field by contributing to academic and 
non-academic publications (see references). 
The project helped to support the delivery of an international academic conference on 
design entitled ‘Design Connexity, hosted by The Robert Gordon University, and chaired 
by Malins. The themes of the conference included design thinking and service design 
amongst others, which helped to inform the c4di project and disseminate the research 
related to the project.
The project hosted a series of Design Master Class Lectures funded by the UK Design 
Council, aimed at providing businesses with examples of design-led innovations. These 
events were public lectures given by prominent designers followed by networking events 
to provide SMEs with the opportunity to meet with companies from our professional de-
sign practitioner’s forum. These included professional design companies providing serv-
ices to businesses in the region. The lectures were videoed and made available online as 
an open resource. Figure 3, Design Master Class presented by Wayne Hemingway of Hem-
ingway Design.
  
Figure 3 – Wayne Hemingway presents Design Master Class Public Lecture 
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Organisations such as the Technology Strategy Board, Scottish Enterprise, and NESTA 
are actively supporting and promoting design-led innovation initiatives and support for 
business development. The work of c4di contributed to this development by providing 
examples, case studies and resources. The use of service design in particular has become 
a widespread tool to support public engagement with service innovation throughout the 
public sector. Major outsourcing companies are adopting this methodology when seeking 
to find efficiencies and new service innovations across the public sector. 
Key recommendations
• In order to achieve efficiencies and service quality improvement in businesses, expert 
facilitation is required. Facilitators using a design thinking approach can provide essential 
identification and reframing of problems, which is very difficult to do within the organiza-
tion due to the inherent difficulty of shifting a perspective.
• C4di worked with a range of companies from early, to well-established companies. Al-
though their issues varied they all benefited from the facilitation process, which focused 
on improving the innovation culture within the company rather than specific product de-
velopments. 
• The use of visual methods and lo-fidelity prototyping provided the most effective ap-
proach for working with groups, and using a play or game metaphor improved user en-
gagement and helped to increase creativity as a result. 
• Any future design-led innovation type service has to be integrated into the wider inno-
vation landscape in order to be effective. Companies seeking support from funding bod-
ies would greatly benefit from working initially with design innovation groups in order to 
scope projects and develop innovative solutions.
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